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Gibbs Sampling

Alan E. GELFAND

1. INTRODUCTION

During the course of the 1990s, the technology generally referred to as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) has revolutionized the way statistical models are fitted and, in the process, dramatically revised the scope of models which can be entertained.

This vignette focuses on the Gibbs sampler. I provide a review of its origins and its crossover into the mainstream statistical literature. I then attempt an assessment of the impact of Gibbs sampling on the research community, on both statisticians and subject area scientists. Finally, I offer some thoughts on where the technology is headed and what needs to be done as we move into the next millennium. The perspective is, obviously, mine, and I apologize in advance for any major omissions. I present little technical discussion, as by now detailed presentations are readily available in the literature. The books of Carlin and Louis (2000), Gelman, Carlin, Stern, and Rubin (1995), Robert and Casella (1999), and Tanner (1993) are good places to start. Also, within the world of MCMC, I adopt an informal definition of a Gibbs sampler. Whereas some writers describe “Metropolis steps within Gibbs sampling,” others assert that the blockwise updating implicit in a Gibbs sampler is a special case of a “block-at-a-time” Metropolis–Hastings algorithm. For me, the crucial issue is replacement of the sampling of a high-dimensional vector with sampling of lower-dimensional component blocks, thus breaking the so-called curse of dimensionality.

In Section 2 I briefly review what the Gibbs sampler is, how it is implemented, and how it is used to provide inference. With regard to Gibbs sampling, Section 3 asks the question “How did it make its way into the mainstream of statistics?” Section 4 asks “What has been the impact?” Finally, Section 5 asks “Where are we going?” Here, speculation beyond the next decade seems fanciful.

2. WHAT IS GIBBS SAMPLING?

Gibbs sampling is a simulation tool for obtaining samples from a nonnormalized joint density function. Ipso facto, such samples may be “marginalized,” providing samples from the marginal distributions associated with the joint density.

2.1 Motivation

The difficulty in obtaining marginal distributions from a nonnormalized joint density lies in integration. Suppose, for example, that $\theta$ is a $p \times 1$ vector and $f(\theta)$ is a nonnormalized joint density for $\theta$ with respect to Lebesgue measure. Normalizing $f$ entails calculating $\int f(\theta) \, d\theta$. To marginalize, say for $\theta_i$, requires $h(\theta_i) = \int f(\theta) \, d\theta_{i(i)} / \int f(\theta) \, d\theta$, where $\theta_{i(i)}$ denotes all components of $\theta$ save $\theta_i$. Integration is also needed to obtain a marginal expectation or find the distribution of a function of $\theta$. When $p$ is large, such integration is analytically infeasible (the curse of dimensionality). Gibbs sampling offers a Monte Carlo approach.

The most prominent application has been for inference within a Bayesian framework. Here models are specified as a joint density for the observations, say $Y$, and the model unknowns, say $\theta$, in the form $h(Y|\theta) \pi(\theta)$. In a Bayesian setting, the observed realizations of $Y$ are viewed as fixed, and inference proceeds from the posterior density of $\theta$, $\pi(\theta|Y) \propto h(Y|\theta) \pi(\theta) \equiv f(\theta)$, suppressing the fixed $Y$. So $f(\theta)$ is a nonnormalized joint density, and Bayesian inference requires its marginals and expectations, as earlier. If the prior, $\pi(\theta)$, is set to 1 and if $h(Y|\theta)$ is integrable over $\theta$, then the likelihood becomes a nonnormalized density. If marginal likelihoods are of interest, then we have the previous integration problem.

2.2 Monte Carlo Sampling and Integration

Simulation-based approaches for investigating the nonnormalized density $f(\theta)$ appeal to the duality between population and sample. In particular, if we can generate arbitrarily many observations from $h(\theta) = f(\theta) / \int f(\theta)$, so-called Monte Carlo sampling, then we can learn about any feature of $h(\theta)$ using the corresponding feature of the sample. Noniterative strategies for carrying out such sampling usually involve identification of an importance sampling density, $g(\theta)$ (see, e.g., Geweke 1989; West 1992). Given a sample from $g(\theta)$, we convert it to a sample from $h(\theta)$,
by resampling, as done by Rubin (1988) and Smith and Gelfand (1992). If one only needs to compute expectations under \( h(\theta) \), this can be done directly with samples from \( g(\theta) \) (see, e.g., Ripley 1987) and is referred to as Monte Carlo integration. Noniterative Monte Carlo methods become infeasible for many high-dimensional models of interest.

Iterative Monte Carlo methods enable us to avoid the curse of dimensionality by sampling low-dimensional subsets of the components of \( \theta \). The idea is to create a Markov process whose stationary distribution is \( h(\theta) \). This seems an unlikely strategy, but, perhaps surprisingly, there are inﬁnities of ways to do this. Then, suppose that \( P(\theta \to A) \) is the transition kernel of a Markov chain with stationary distribution \( h(\theta) \). (Here \( P(\theta \to A) \) denotes the probability that \( \theta^{(t+1)} \in A \) given \( \theta^{(t)} = \theta \).) If \( h^{(0)}(\theta) \) is a density that provides starting values for the chain, then, with \( \theta^{(0)} \sim h^{(0)}(\theta) \), using \( P(\theta \to A) \), we can develop a trajectory (sample path) of the chain \( \theta^{(0)}(\theta^{(1)}(\theta^{(2)}(\ldots(\theta^{(t)}(\ldots))) \ldots)) \). If \( t \) is large enough (i.e., after a sufﬁciently long “burn-in” period), then \( \theta^{(t)} \) is approximately distributed according to \( h(\theta) \).

A bit more formally, suppose that \( P(\theta \to A) \) admits a transition density, \( p(\eta|\theta) \), with respect to Lebesgue measure. Then \( \pi \) is an invariant density for \( p \) if \( \int \pi(\theta)p(\eta|\theta)d\theta = \pi(\eta) \). In other words, if \( \theta^{(t)} \sim \pi \), then \( \theta^{(t+1)} \sim \pi \). Also, \( \Gamma \) is a limiting (stationary, equilibrium) distribution for \( p \) if \( \lim_{t \to \infty} P(\theta^{(t)} \in A|\theta^{(0)} = \theta) = \Gamma(A) \). If \( \Gamma = \lim_{t \to \infty} P(\theta^{(t)} \in A) = \Gamma(A) \). The crucial result is that \( p(\eta|\theta) \) is aperiodic and irreducible and if \( \pi \) is a (proper) invariant distribution of \( p \), then \( \pi \) is the unique invariant distribution; that is, \( \pi \) is the limiting distribution. A careful theoretical discussion of general MCMC algorithms with references was given by Tierney (1994). Also highly recommended is the set of three Royal Statistical Society papers in 1993 by Besag and Green (1993), Gilks et al. (1993), and Smith and Roberts (1993), together with the ensuing discussion, as well as an article by Besag, Green, Higdon, and Mengersen (1996), again with discussion.

2.3 The Gibbs Sampler

The Gibbs sampler was introduced as a MCMC tool in the context of image restoration by Geman and Geman (1984). Gelfand and Smith (1990) offered the Gibbs sampler as a very general approach for ﬁtting statistical models, extending the applicability of the work of Geman and Geman and also broadening the substitution sampling ideas that Tanner and Wong (1987) proposed under the name of data augmentation.

Suppose that we partition \( \theta \) into \( r \) blocks; that is, \( \theta = \theta_1, \ldots, \theta_r \). If the current state of \( \theta \) is \( \theta^{(t)} = (\theta_1^{(t)}, \ldots, \theta_r^{(t)}) \), then suppose that we make the transition to \( \theta^{(t+1)} \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{draw } \theta_1^{(t+1)} \text{ from } h(\theta_1|\theta_2^{(t)}, \ldots, \theta_r^{(t)}), \\
&\text{draw } \theta_2^{(t+1)} \text{ from } h(\theta_2|\theta_1^{(t+1)}, \ldots, \theta_3^{(t)}, \ldots, \theta_r^{(t)}), \\
&\vdots \\
&\text{draw } \theta_r^{(t+1)} \text{ from } h(\theta_r|\theta_1^{(t+1)}, \ldots, \theta_{r-1}^{(t+1)}).
\end{align*}
\]

The distributions \( h(\theta_1|\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_{i-1}, \theta_{i+1}, \ldots, \theta_r) \) are referred to as the full, or complete, conditional distributions, and the process of updating each of the \( r \) blocks as indicated updates the entire vector \( \theta \), producing one complete iteration of the Gibbs sampler. Sampling of \( \theta \) has been replaced by sampling of lower-dimensional blocks of components of \( \theta \).

2.4 How To Sample the \( \theta_i \)

Conceptually, the Gibbs sampler emerges as a rather straightforward algorithmic procedure. One aspect of the art of implementation is efﬁcient sampling of the full conditional distributions. Here there are many possibilities. Often, for some of the \( \theta_i \), the form of the prior speciﬁcation will be conjugate with the form in the likelihood, so that the full conditional distribution for \( \theta_i \) will be a “posterior” updating of a standard prior. Note that even if this were the case for every \( \theta_i \), \( f(\theta) \) itself need not be a standard distribution; conjugacy may be more useful for Gibbs sampling than for analytical investigation of the entire posterior.

When \( f(\theta_1|\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_{i-1}, \theta_{i+1}, \ldots, \theta_r) \) is nonstandard, we might consider the rejection method, as discussed by Devroye (1986) and Ripley (1987); the weighted bootstrap, as discussed by Smith and Gelfand (1992); the ratio-of-uniforms method, as described by Wakefield, Gelfand, and Smith (1992); approximate cdf inversion when \( \theta_i \) is univariable, such as the griddy Gibbs sampler, as discussed by Ritter and Tanner (1992); adaptive rejection sampling, as often the full conditional density for \( \theta_i \) is log concave, in which case the usual rejection method may be adaptively improved in a computationally cheap fashion, as described by Gilks and Wild (1992); and Metropolis-within-Gibbs. For the last, the Metropolis (or Hastings–Metropolis) algorithms—which, in principle, enable simultaneous updating of the entire vector \( \theta \) (Chib and Greenberg 1995; Tierney 1994)—are usually more conveniently used within the Gibbs sampler for updating some of the \( \theta_i \), typically those with the least tractable full-conditional densities.

The important message here is that no single procedure dominates the others for all applications. The form of \( h(\theta) \) determines which method is most suitable for a given \( \theta_i \).

2.5 Convergence

Considerable theoretical work has been done on establishing the convergence of the Gibbs sampler for particular applications, but perhaps the simplest conditions have been given by Smith and Roberts (1993). If \( f(\theta) \) is lower semi-continuous at \( \theta \), if \( \int f(\theta) d\theta_i \) is locally bounded for each \( i \), and if the support of \( f \) is connected, then the Gibbs sampler algorithm converges. In practice, a range of diagnostic tools is applied to the output of one or more sampled chains. Cowles and Carlin (1994) and Brooks and Roberts (1998) provided comparative reviews of the convergence diagnostics literature. Also, see the related discussions in the hierarchical models vignette by Hobert and the MCMC vignette by Cappé and Robert. (In principle, convergence can never be assessed using such output, as comparison can be made only between different iterations of one chain or
between different observed chains, but never with the true stationary distribution.)

2.6 Inference Using the Output of the Gibbs Sampler

The retained output from the Gibbs sampler will be a set of $\theta^*_i; i = 1, 2, \ldots, B$, assumed to be approximately iid from $h = f / \int f$. If independently started parallel chains are used, then observations from different chains are independent but observations within a given chain are dependent. "Thinning" of the output stream (i.e., taking every $k$th iteration, perhaps after a burn-in period) yields approximately independent observations within the chain, for $k$ sufficiently large. Evidently, the choice of $k$ hinges on the autocorrelation in the chain. Hence sample autocorrelation functions are often computed to assess the dependence. Given $\{\theta^*_j\}$, for a specified feature of $h$ we compute the corresponding feature of the sample. Because $B$ can be made arbitrarily large, inference using $\{\theta^*_j\}$ can be made arbitrarily accurate.

3. HOW DID IT HAPPEN?

The Gibbs sampler was not developed by statisticians. For at least the past half-century, scientists (primarily physicists and applied mathematicians) have sought to simulate the behavior of complex probabilistic models formulated to approximate the behavior of physical, chemical, and biological processes. Such processes were typically characterized by regular lattice structure and the joint probability distribution of the variables at the lattice points was provided through local specification; That is, the full conditional densities needed to implement the Gibbs sampler were available. When Bayesians fixed a likelihood and prior, the Gibbs sampler was ready to go!

4. WHAT HAS BEEN THE IMPACT?

Previously, within the statistical community, Bayesians, though confident in the unification and coherence that their paradigm provides, were frustrated by the computational limitations described in Section 2.1, which restricted them to "toy" problems. Though progress was made with numerical integration approaches, analytic approximation methods, and noniterative simulation strategies, fitting the rich classes of hierarchical models that provide the real inferential benefits of the paradigm (e.g., smoothing, borrowing strength, accurate interval estimates) was generally beyond the capability of these tools. The Gibbs sampler provided Bayesians with a tool to fit models previously inaccessible to classical workers.

The ensuing fallout has by and large been predictable. Practitioners and subject matter researchers, seeking to exploit more realistic models for their data, have enthusiastically embraced the Gibbs sampler, and Bayesians, stimulated by such receptiveness, have eagerly sought collaborative research opportunities. An astonishing proliferation of articles using MCMC model fitting has resulted. On the other hand, classical theoreticians and methodologists, perhaps feeling somewhat threatened, find intellectual vacuity in the entire enterprise; "another Gibbs sampler paper" is a familiar retort.

Though not all statisticians participate, an ideological divide, perhaps stronger than in the past, has emerged. Bayesians will argue that with a full model specification, full inference is available. And the inference is "exact" (although an enormous amount of sampling from the posterior may be required to achieve it!), avoiding the uncertainty associated with asymptotic inference. Frequentists will raise familiar concerns with prior specifications and with inference performance under experimental replication. They will also feel uncomfortable with the black box, nonanalytic nature of the Gibbs sampler. Rather than "random" estimates, they may prefer explicit expressions that permit analytic investigation.

Moreover, Gibbs sampling, as a model fitting and data-analytic technology is fraught with the risk for abuse. MCMC methods are frequently stretched to models more complex than the data can hope to support. Inadequate investigation of convergence in high-dimensional settings is often the norm, improper posteriors surface periodically in the literature, and inference is rarely externally checked.
5. WHERE ARE WE GOING?

At this point, the Gibbs sampler and MCMC in general are well accepted and utilized for data analysis. Its use in the applied sector will continue to grow. Nonetheless, in the statistical community the frenzy over Gibbs sampling has passed, the field is now relatively stable, and future direction can be assessed. I begin with a list of "tricks of the trade," items still requiring further clarification:

- Model fitting should proceed from simplest to hardest, with fitting of simpler models providing possible starting values, mode searching, and proposal densities for harder models.
- Attention to parameterization is crucial. Given the futility of "transformation to uncorrelatedness," automatic approaches, such as that of Gelfand, Sahu, and Carlin (1995a,b), are needed. Strategies for nonlinear models are even more valuable.
- Latent and auxiliary variables are valuable devices but effective usage requires appreciation of the trade-off between simplified sampling and increased model dimension.
- When can one use the output associated with a component of $\theta$ that appears to have converged? For instance, population-level parameters, which are often of primary interest, typically converge more rapidly than individual-level parameters.
- Blocking is recognized as being helpful in handling correlation in the posterior but what are appropriate blocking strategies for hierarchical models?
- Often "hard to fit" parameters are fixed to improve the convergence behavior of a Gibbs sampler. Is an associated sensitivity analysis adequate in such cases?
- Because harder models are usually weakly identified, informative priors are typically required to obtain well behaved Gibbs samplers. How does one use the data to develop these priors and to specify them as weakly as possible?
- Good starting values are required to run multiple chains. How does one obtain "overdispersed" starting values?

With the broad range of models that can now be explored using Gibbs sampling, one naturally must address questions of model determination. Strategies that conveniently piggyback onto the output of Gibbs samplers are of particular interest as ad hoc screening and checking procedures. In this regard, see Gelfand and Ghosh (1998) and Spiegelhalter, Best, and Carlin (1998) for model choice approaches and Gelman, Meng, and Stern (1995) for model adequacy ideas.

Finally, with regard to software development, the BUGS package (Spiegelhalter, Thomas, Best, and Gilks 1995) at this point, is general and reliable enough (with no current competition) to be used both for research and teaching. CODA (Best, Cowles, and Vines 1995) is a convenient add-on to implement a medley of convergence diagnostics. The future will likely bring specialized packages to accommodate specific classes of models, such as time series and dynamic models. However, fitting cutting edge models will always require tinkering and tuning (and possibly specialized algorithms), placing it beyond extant software. But the latter can often fit simpler models before exploring harder ones and can be used to check individual code.

As for hardware, it is a given that increasingly faster machines with larger and larger storage will evolve, making feasible the execution of enormous numbers of iterations for high-dimensional models within realistic run times, diminishing convergence concerns. However, one also would expect that more capable multiprocessor machines will be challenged by bigger datasets and more complex models, encouraging parallel processing MCMC implementations.
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The Variable Selection Problem

Edward I. GEORGE

The problem of variable selection is one of the most pervasive model selection problems in statistical applications. Often referred to as the problem of subset selection, it arises when one wants to model the relationship between a variable of interest and a subset of potential explanatory variables or predictors, but there is uncertainty about which subset to use. This vignette reviews some of the key developments that have led to the wide variety of approaches for this problem.

1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose that \( Y \), a variable of interest, and \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \), a set of potential explanatory variables or predictors, are vectors of \( n \) observations. The problem of variable selection, or subset selection as it is often called, arises when one wants to model the relationship between \( Y \) and a subset of \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \), but there is uncertainty about which subset to use. Such a situation is particularly of interest when \( p \) is large and \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \) is thought to contain many redundant or irrelevant variables.

The variable selection problem is most familiar in the linear regression context, where attention is restricted to normal linear models. Letting \( \gamma \) index the subsets of \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \) and letting \( q_\gamma \) be the size of the \( \gamma \)th subset, the problem is to select and fit a model of the form

\[
Y = X_\gamma \beta_\gamma + \varepsilon,
\]

(1)

where \( X_\gamma \) is an \( n \times q_\gamma \) matrix whose columns correspond to the \( \gamma \)th subset, \( \beta_\gamma \) is a \( q_\gamma \times 1 \) vector of regression coefficients, and \( \varepsilon \sim N_n(0, \sigma^2 I) \). More generally, the variable selection problem is a special case of the model selection problem where each model under consideration corresponds to a distinct subset of \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \). Typically, a single model class is simply applied to all possible subsets. For example, a wide variety of relationships can be considered with generalized linear models where \( g(E(Y)) = \alpha + X_\gamma \beta_\gamma \) for some link function \( g \) (see the vignettes by Christensen and McCulloch). Moving further away from the normal linear model, one might instead consider relating \( Y \) and subsets of \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \) with nonparametric models such as CART or MARS.

The fundamental developments in variable selection seem to have occurred either directly in the context of the linear model (1) or in the context of general model selection frameworks. Historically, the focus began with the linear model in the 1960s, when the first wave of important developments occurred and computing was expensive. The focus on the linear model still continues, in part because its analytic tractability greatly facilitates insight, but also because many problems of interest can be posed as linear variable selection problems. For example, for the problem of nonparametric function estimation, \( Y \) represents the values of the unknown function, and \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \) represent a linear basis, such as a wavelet basis or a spline basis. However, as advances in computing technology have allowed for the implementation of richer classes of models, treatments of the variable selection problem by general model selection approaches are becoming more prevalent.

One of the fascinating aspects of the variable selection problem has been the wide variety of methods that have